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Better places  

and better lives
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What people say about us

Our vision is that everyone has a quality home they can afford, which 
provides them with the opportunity to live a better life. We believe by 
building small, we can make a big impact on the London housing crisis. 
Our aim is to work with partners to achieve starts on 600 new, genuinely 
affordable homes for local people by March 2023. To get there, we are 
inviting more housing association partners to share in our vision.

Here are some of the things people are saying about us:

“The BLP provided information on potential sites and 
schemes which Sapphire would have otherwise not 
have been able to find out about. In addition, the 
BLP held a number of workshops and seminars on 
development which were also helpful.
 
“Thanks to L&Q’s BLP team, we have just completed 
a purchase of a 15 unit scheme in Kilburn. We are 
very pleased to have acquired this impressive 
scheme in one of our core areas of operation  
which will provide much-needed affordable  
housing in the area.”

Heather Thomas, Chief Executive of Sapphire  
Independent Housing:

“The BLP initiative is a way for a large housing 
association like L&Q to say ‘look, this is our  
social guarantee’ to the government, mayor,  
and the regulator.

“BLP is an excellent initiative particularly as  
smaller housing associations don’t have all  
the departments in-house such as land and valuation 
which a huge organisation like L&Q  
does. The experience and expertise we are  
getting is brilliant.”

Aziz Rahim, Chief Executive of North London 
Muslims Housing Association (NLMHA): 

“The Build London Partnership is working with 
WFHA to provide new truly affordable homes in 
Chingford. Without their support and expertise, 
the project would not have been possible and we 
are grateful for their solution-focussed approach 
which has made this one of the most innovative 
development collaborations.”

Michael Pughsley, Director of Asset Management 
and Development, at WFHA:
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“BLP offers a great opportunity for smaller 
associations to be able to develop much needed new 
homes in London. G320 members do not normally 
have the skills and technical expertise in house, 
so being able to tap into L&Q’s knowledge and 
experience is invaluable.”

Karen Cooper, chair of the G320 group of smaller 
London housing associations, and Chief Executive  
of PCHA:

Foreword from Fiona Fletcher-Smith, 
Group Chief Executive, L&Q

Over the past three years, I’ve had the pleasure of watching the Build 
London Partnership grow from strength to strength. We started this 
journey with the conviction that large organisations like L&Q have the 
ability, and responsibility, to make a positive change in the world -  
what better way than drawing on our strengths as a housebuilder?

Working with the GLA, we set out 
to use our combined commercial 
and development expertise to help 
smaller housing associations grow 
and provide affordable homes for 
Londoners.
 
At the core of this lies a belief in 
unlocking potential, by upskilling 
our partners and increasing their 
development capacity – and by 
building on small sites which might 
otherwise lie undeveloped.
 
We started this journey with nine 
BME housing associations, before 
expanding the partnership to become  
available to all small providers in 

London. The 45 partners we now 
work with come from a diverse range 
of backgrounds, but all have deep 
roots in their communities.
 
We’ve faced challenges together 
during that time. Market uncertainty 
and the fallout from the coronavirus 
pandemic have affected us all, 
combining to make the past few years 
the most turbulent in recent history.
 
The best partnerships are resilient, 
and we’ve adapted along the way. 
It’s been heartening to see our 
first homes being completed and 
residents moving in.
 

So, what next? The answer’s simple – 
we continue. Our commitment to the 
Build London Partnership is as strong 
as ever, and there’s much more to 
come, as we work towards our target 
of 600 starts by March 2023.

“The success of the Build London Partnership is a fantastic example of what can be achieved when housing 
associations, councils and City Hall work together to tackle London’s housing crisis. The Build London Partnership 
is supporting smaller housing associations to build much needed new affordable homes, and helping to overcome 
difficulties that have long held up development of small or challenging sites across London. I look forward to 
seeing what the future holds for the Partnership as we continue to deliver the affordable homes Londoners need.”

Tom Copley, London’s Deputy Mayor for Housing and Residential Development:
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GLA Funding deployed  
to-date: £5m across  
89 new homes45 partners

£80 million 
GLA Funding 
allocated

About BLP

Formed in June 2018, the Build London 
Partnership (BLP) is a unique collaboration 
between L&Q and the Greater London Authority, 
with a simple mission to partner with smaller 
housing associations to deliver genuinely 
affordable homes for hard-to-reach communities.

The initiative includes an investment of £80m from the GLA and focuses on 
helping organisations that lack in-house capacity to acquire and deliver homes. 
Our vision is that everyone has a quality home they can afford and that by 
building smaller sites, we can make a big impact on the London housing crisis.

Our values

People

We care about 
the happiness and 
wellbeing of our 

partners, customers 
and employees

Passion 

We approach 
everything  

with energy, drive, 
determination,  
and enthusiasm

Inclusion

We draw 
strength from our 
differences and 

work collaboratively

Responsibility 

We own problems 
and deliver 

effective, lasting 
solutions

Impact

We measure  
what we do by  
the difference  

we make

Target: 600 starts 
by March 31, 2023 

We combine social values and commercial expertise 
to deliver affordable housing for people who might 
otherwise face being priced out of their neighbourhoods.

The BLP is a truly innovative solution to London’s housing 
crisis; developing small, disused, infill and challenging 
sites across the capital, while supporting our partners’ 
needs through a dedicated programme of workshops, 
presentations, and meetings.
 

We provide expertise that spans the development process 
from land identification, through to planning, tendering, 
managing schemes on site, handover, shared ownership 
sales and the defect liability period.
 
We differentiate ourselves from other developers by 
aiming to assist each of our partners to develop affordable 
housing themselves and better serve the needs of their 
communities going forward.

Originally founded by the BME Nine initiative, BLP has 
evolved and grown from its initial focus on serving black 
and minority ethnic housing associations, to a broad 
range of smaller providers across London.

While L&Q and other large housing associations 
have partnered with smaller organisations on one-off 

developments previously, BLP saw a requirement for a 
bespoke model that is dedicated, sustainable and scalable 
to the needs of individual communities, rather than a ‘one-
size fits all’ approach. Hence, the UK’s first not-for-profit, 
small development partnership programme was born. 

Why we’re different

About us
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Our Projects

Build London Partnership’s core aim is to support 
our partners throughout the development 
process; building much needed homes for 
residents, while creating opportunities that 
progress our partners’ capabilities. 

We work hand in hand with our partners to understand their residents’ needs, 
while combining our core objectives to help unlock their potential. Our work 
with Westway Housing Association is a prime example of this. 

Ricky Scipio,  
Chief Executive of Westway  
Housing Association

“It’s more than a contractual 
relationship – we are seen as a 
relative,” says Ricky Scipio, Chief 
Executive of Westway Housing 
Association.

Westway provides housing to 
people who need it most in the 
borough of Ealing, with BLP as a 
key route to helping them meet 
their objectives. As one of the early 
founders, Westway partnered with 
Build London Partnership in 2019 to 
work on a development at Montpelier 
Road, which features sixteen, new 
one and two-bedroom homes built by 
Taylor French. Work on the much-
needed housing, which is a mixture 
of shared ownership and London 
affordable rent, is now nearing 
completion.

Ricky says: “What’s great is the 
goodwill and commitment from a 
larger organisation like L&Q. They 
have really shown they want to work 
with us and this has cascaded down 
the organisation.

“Westway operates through a 
consensus with other housing 
associations in the BLP partnership, 
therefore we agreed that we would 
take the site at Ealing. There is a lot 
of potential for small sites, like this 
one, that larger housing associations 
wouldn’t be interested in, however 
through the BLP, we can take them on 
working together.”

“L&Q have the development staff 
and use their expertise to secure 
grants to help smaller organisations 
like ourselves. We still want to 
grow, and we have another scheme 
in the pipeline with BLP at Ealing 
Broadway.”

Westway is based in West London 
and has been providing affordable 
housing for those in need, especially 
people from black and ethnic minority 
communities, since 1987. They own 
and manage more than 550 self-
contained properties, including 
a hostel and a scheme for rough 
sleepers.
 

Unlocking Our Partners’ Potential

659 
Homes in  

the pipeline

13 
People in the  

BLP team

3 

Completions  
to-date

15

Schemes  
approved

BLP’s projects in numbers

Our 45 partners include:
• Ash Shahada HA
• Bangla HA 
• Barnsbury HA 
• Bexley Community HA
• CDS Co-operatives
• Centrepoint
• Community Led Housing London 
• Ekaya HA
• Evolve HA + Support 
• Finchley Charities
• Forest Community Land Trust Limited
• Glebe HA 
• Haig HA 
• Harrow Churches
• Imani Housing
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Our partners benefit through:
• Executive mentoring and  

support workshops
• L&Q’s development resource
• Procurement capacity and cost 

efficiency from using L&Q’s 
channels and contacts

• The smaller contractors 
framework

• Due diligence on schemes

Our Partnerships

A significant part of our work involves engaging 
with housing associations with growth ambitions 
to acquire, develop and unlock small sites on 
their behalf. However, our core aim is to offer the 
resources and support providers need to help 
them deliver into the future.

Ekaya Housing Association is a key 
part of the BLP evolution and was one 
of the nine pioneering BME members 
who signed the initial agreement with 
L&Q in 2018.

Founded in 1987 in Brixton, South 
London, Ekaya means “welcome 
home” in Swahili. It was set up by 
four black professionals who wanted 
to address the issue of poor housing, 
particularly for young black women. 
Thirty-four years later, the not-for-
profit organisation is continuing to 
work hard to welcome people into 
new homes through its partnership 
with BLP.

Ekaya now provides 450 homes, 
a mixture of social housing and 
supported housing schemes for 
predominantly BME women and 
families across seven boroughs in 
South London, as well as subsidising 
community nursery Happy Nursery 
Days in Tulse Hill.

Work on Ekaya’s first scheme of 
eight affordable rent apartments in 
Croydon, through the BLP initiative, 
is expected to complete in summer 
2021.  

CEO Ben Laryea, who has been at 
the helm of Ekaya since 2018 and is 
also the chair of the BME London 

Landlords partnership, praises the 
“much needed work” of BLP and says 
without L&Q’s expertise, housing 
associations like Ekaya would not be 
able to develop and grow.

 “Working with a well-known 
housing association the size of L&Q 
enables us to tap into resources and 
expertise,” he says.

“BLP helps to unlock a lot of the 
smaller sites, contributing to new 
housing supply and helping with the 
homelessness crisis in London. The 
Croydon development has worked 
really well, and it has been a really 
positive partnership. Without BLP, 
these types of programmes just 
would not happen.” 

Through the BLP initiative, housing 
associations have benefitted from 
L&Q development experts and 
attended different workshops hosted 
by L&Q, which cover a range of 
topics, including financing. 

Ben adds: “If you are a housing 
association interested in building 
your capacity and tapping into 
knowledge, I would encourage you to 
get involved with BLP. Their support 
is invaluable.”

Ben Laryea,
Chief Executive of Ekaya 
Housing Association

Our 45 partners include:
• Industrial Dwellings Society (IDS)
• Innisfree HA
• Inquilab HA 
• Karin Housing
• Kurdish HA
• Lambeth and Southwark HA
• Lambeth Self Help HA 
• Local Space
• London Older Lesbian Co-housing 
• Look Ahead Care, Support and 

Housing 
• Millat Asian HA 
• New World HA Limited 
• North London Muslim HA 
• Odu-Dua HA
• Penge Churches
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Our impact

Our most important aim is to build quality homes that provide residents 
with the opportunity to live a better life. Despite the challenges of the 
global pandemic over the last year, we have continued to drive our social 
value initiatives as far as possible on all our schemes. We heard from a 
resident in a home delivered for one of our earliest partners, the North 
London Muslim Housing Association.

“Now I get excited when I come 
home, which is a new feeling for me. 
It’s quite special,” says 57-year old 
Susan, who has been living alone for 
the first time in her flat on Lavender 
Hill, Enfield, since last June.

Her “wonderful” one-bedroom, 
new-build home is situated on the 
ground floor with garden access and 
amenities nearby – all of which are 
imperative to her quality of life, as she 
suffers from emphysema. 

“I’m not very good at bending down, 
so having no stairs is just wonderful. 
I don’t drive and I’ve got the bus stop 
and train station two minutes from 
me,” says Susan.

Her home in Enfield was one of the 
first schemes to be delivered by BLP, 
in partnership with North London 
Muslim Housing Association. 

Mother of two and proud 
grandmother to three, Susan lived in 
her previous property for around 30 
years before moving to Lavender Hill. 
With her health condition making 
it increasingly difficult to manage 
the stairs at her old home, she 
registered with Enfield Council to find 
something more suitable. The process 
to find a new home was challenging 
and Susan was losing hope that she 
would find a suitable property, but 
things changed when she saw the 
Lavender Hill flat.  

She says: “It was really difficult. I 
suffer from depression and anxiety 
and I was going to take another place 
and I’m so glad I didn’t. I saw the flat 
on a Wednesday and it all happened 
so quickly. I had the keys a couple of 
days later, it was incredible. I love the 
fact that it’s brand new. I feel so much 
better now. My grandson laughs at 
me when I say no arguing. We have 
nice vibes only in my home.”

She also praises the “good service” 
from North London Muslim Housing 
Association. Susan says: “Everyone 
I’ve spoken to has been lovely. This is 
a new start for me. After all this time, 
I still can’t believe my luck.”

Our 45 partners include:
• Peter Bedford
• Quo Vadis Trust 
• Reside HA / Certitude Support 
• Sapphire Independent Housing
• Shian HA
• Southall Community Habitat 
• Tamil Housing Association
• Teachers Housing
• The Diocese of Chelmsford
• Tonic HA
• Waltham Forest HA
• Westway HA
• Windrush HA
• Women’s Pioneer HA
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A New  
Start

”
“



John French
Head of Development,  
Strategic Partnerships  

JFrench2@lqgroup.org.uk  
Mobile: 07958994955

For further information about the Build London 
Partnership, or to speak to one of the team about 
working on a project together, please contact:

Abi Jacobs
Director,  
Strategic Partnerships  

AJacobs@lqgroup.org.uk
Mobile: 07855014475


